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The assassination of Savita Bhabhi
Pritish Nandy
14 July 2009, 10:15 AM IST
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I love Indian women. They are beautiful, charming,
sexy and (usually) infinitely cleverer than the men I
meet. They are also less pompous and self important.
In fact, they deliberately stay under the radar just to
play the men around them.

309
This is why I love working with and sharing my life with
women. I don't have to suffer locker room jokes or
hear tall tales about fantastic sexual exploits. I can
relax with women, have fun and (O yeah) crack jokes
about men. I don't see the six yard sari as a sign of
sexual bondage. I see it as a great liberating force. For me, it's far sexier
than jeans, mini skirts and the horrible designer gowns that have suddenly
become fashionable. The sari for me, is the ultimate turn on. Remember the
rain soaked Madhubala walking into the garage in Chalti Ka Naam Gaadi?
Or Kareena Kapoor dancing in the rain in Chameli? These are iconic
images of sexuality. Both Madhubala and Kareena were sari clad, fully
covered. Neither were doing the jhatka matkas you see even pre-pubescent
little girls do on reality shows today. Yet they symbolised a rich and vibrant
sexuality. As indeed did Meena Kumari in Saheb Biwi Ghulam and Waheeda
Rehman in The Guide.
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1. Why we fear Chikni Chameli

By banning her site, the I&B Ministry has demonstrated (yet again) how men
want to control women all the time. What is Savita Bhabhi's greatest appeal?
That she is a typical Bharatiya nari who is brave enough to demonstrate that
when it comes to sex she's no pushover. I have known many women like her
who pretend to succumb to the sexual politics that men incessantly play
around them and yet manage to get their way by cleverly manipulating the
XXL male ego. So even as they play coy and subjugated, they are actually
free women who live their lives on their own terms. I admire such women and
worship on their altar.
No wonder Savita Bhabhi for me is iconic. She's the woman who can take all
her sexual decisions on her own without fretting over them. Over 60 million
fans flock to her site every month, no mean achievement for a sari clad desi
nari, her long dark tresses parted dutifully in the middle where the bright red
sindoor flames, while a mangalsutra dangles between her ample breasts.
The idiots who argue that her's is a porn site should go visit what real porn
sites look like. To begin with, every porn site uses photographs. Filthy,
vulgar, exploitative photographs of actual women, not comic book
characters having some harmless fun spoofing the way we Indian men treat
our women.
Savita Bhabhi is a symbol of freedom, of empowerment, of the sexuality our
women can wield if they are allowed to escape the sham world we Indian
men trap them in because of our own fears of sexual inadequacy
masquerading as machismo. That's why so many rapes happen. We feel
inadequate when it comes to having sex with an equal partner. So we want
sex slaves as wives, maids, friends, work colleagues, even underage kids.
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Pritish Nandy writes, paints, makes movies and
occasionally, when he wins an election, sits in
Parliament. He has been writing for The Times of
India for over 26 years. In "Extraordinary Issue", he
talks to all those who find his views controversial,
challenging, charming or even utterly despicable.
Just one small caveat. Nandy is always on the move,
travelling for a film, writing a book, working on an
exhibition of his paintings. Or simply eating lotus. So
there could be occasional gaps, the odd delay. But
Nandy is Nandy. He never ignores a barb, never lets
a compliment go by without swatting it hard.

The views expressed in Extraordinary Issue are
the author´s own.
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2. Death of the email

Now you know why I love Savita Bhabhi. She's Indian. She's sexy and she
wears a sari.

ABOUT PRITISH NANDY

4

youngistan

Savita Bhabhi challenges this mindset. The more virgin and demure she
looks, the more powerful she is as a symbol of defiance against male
chauvinism.
Animation underlines that symbolism. It affirms unequivocally that she's not
out to titillate; she's out to prove a point. The amazing artists who brought
her alive (Deshmukh, Dexstar and Mad) have created a person who will
survive in our history books as the first Indian comic book character who
took on the pigs and made them wince. So much so that the Government of
India had to invoke the IT act of 2000, amended in 2008, which allows it the
power to ban any website that "threatens the sovereignty or integrity of
India, defence and security of the State or hampers friendly relations with
other states.
No, till date, I have not seen Savita Bhabhi seduce Sarkozy or Berlusconi
though I am sure she would have done a pretty decent job of it. Nor have I
seen her sleep with the Al Qaida. Even if she did, I would believe she did it
in our national interest, rather than to sell any military secrets. Sari clad
Indian women don't usually do that even when they have sex on their minds.
C'mon Ms Minister, stand up for women's rights and sexual freedom. Get
your goons off Savita Bhabhi; set her free. Remember what Woody Allen
said. Assassination is just an extreme form of censorship and I'm sure you
don't want to kill off India's first symbol of the sexually liberated woman.
There are a hundred surreptitious ways of still meeting Savita Bhabhi on the
net but why should we? The Taliban hasn't taken over India yet.
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john says:
June 27,2010 at 10:20 PM IST
What is there to admire and uphold in the savita bhabhi site. how
can one advocate the site shows a woman in poor light?

Agree (24)
Disagree (24)
Recommend (12)
Offensive

John says:
June 27,2010 at 09:52 PM IST
One wonders what Mr. Nandy propose to say. He is simply
advocating a porn site which objectify women. Are all indian
women like that, Mr. Nandi

Suneet says:
May 05,2010 at 09:52 PM IST

Agree (24)
Disagree (16)
Recommend (13)
Offensive

Agree (18)
Disagree (7)

hahaha ...so nandy sir you too enjoyed savitabhabhi strips
chupke chupke...now u also pay to watch new series on
kirtu.com

Karthik says:
April 04,2010 at 09:40 AM IST
Dear All I think the blog is not written with any other intension
than gaining popularity - good or bad. And Mr. Pratish has been
quite successful. The site is depiction of hidden desires of
human being which one can not get fullfilled in real life. More so
for the males. I am sure most of the indian women dont take
liberation in the form of Savita Bhabhi. Bad thing about the site
is - it will give wrong notion that any housewife may have this
kind of desires - and some fools may give a try getting beaten to
their surpise. Site is nothing but mere fantacy of a common man Mr. Nandi and me both included. :) Which is certainly not what
we really want to see in real day to day life. Once again Mr.
Nandi congratulations for high no of reads on your blog - you got
it as you wanted.

Arvind says:
February 27,2010 at 02:11 AM IST
Let's call a spade a spade. SB is Porn. Makes Indian women
appear like sluts. The multitudes flocking to these sites does not
justify anything. How would the author take it if SB's father or
husband was shown as a bald author and film maker?

shunya says:
February 16,2010 at 11:56 AM IST
Agreeing wholesomely to Mr Nandy. Savita bhabhi represents
the eternal fear of the MANkind! An independent & sexually
assertive female. Down the centuries men in India are known for
glorifying the female in the form of the "ideal" (defined by men)
mother/daughter/sister/wife, thereby making them sacrifice for
their own benefit. It's just like the "men" in the round building
deciding on their own pay-packets. Please look around you
guys "with open eyes" (and mind as well) and you'll find plenty
of ladies personifying Savita Bhabhi in the real world. I think it's
high time now that the government should put their time, energy
and mind for betterment of the underpreviledged, controlling
economy & security of the country (all the areas where they
have been failing quite constantly for the past 60 yrs) rather
than trying to controll the flow it's citizen's seminal juices. We
are moving towards an individualistic & regressive society, high
in terms of intolerance and low in terms of patience, civic sense
and social responsibility. A kissing scene in a bolly movie today
incites people much more than the time when Ashok Kr kissed
Devika Rani. When was that? 30, maybe 40 years ago!
In "Kurbani" the % cleavage shown by Jenat was much more
than any female lead of today...and remember Helen aunty.
Further, carvings on ancient monuments and literature depicts
that we (indians) were more tolerant towards others'
preferences. How many of you have read Kalidas? His classic
literature would make a lot of current erotic writers appear like
novices! One advice to all...be a little more tolerant to others'
perspectives...if you don't like obscene things...Don't look at them!

ashutosh says:
February 15,2010 at 07:01 PM IST
Hi, Nandi,Man you look like quite open minded...... we are coming
to ur home as Dhoodwala, Paperwala ya Cabelwala........

Recommend (6)
Offensive

Agree (26)
Disagree (18)
Recommend (17)
Offensive

Agree (33)
Disagree (29)
Recommend (22)
Offensive

Agree (39)
Disagree (22)
Recommend (22)
Offensive

Agree (33)
Disagree (25)
Recommend (27)
Offensive

duke says:
January 11,2010 at 12:55 PM IST
relationships have there values.your savitha bhabhi just blowed
the whole meaning of sister. we indians will always remember
you for that.

e says:

Agree (27)
Disagree (29)
Recommend (27)
Offensive

Agree (40)

December 13,2009 at 06:11 AM IST
Long live Savita Bhabi! The comic strip is just a relfection of the
realities of Indian life wherein sexualities are sometimes trapped.
As for pornography, I, an Indian woman sometimes enjoy
watching porn. I see nothing wrong in it and believe that it is high
time Indian society accepted sexual desire as a part of life.

Rupak Banerjee says:
December 08,2009 at 07:01 AM IST
Why digress from the topic. We should be discussing the morality
morality of the moral police. The I&B ministry should keep to
doing what it ought to. If its porn you are after, just go and ban
all the hindi porn magazines that are sold on the railway stations
throughout north india. ban the porn industry churning out c
grade movies by the tons. Why target savitabhabhi.com which
created a niche audience.

Ravish says:
November 17,2009 at 07:06 PM IST
you are very right.. i think indians have not visited real porn sites
which are making them think that this type of thing is not nudity
but the image of true indian women. i think mrs minister should
focus on these things too which will make minds broader and to
think differently, which would be a positive sign of a Developing
Nation.

SAPTARSI NAG says:
October 10,2009 at 09:57 PM IST
Excellent article.Hats off to Mr Nandy.

Disagree (26)
Recommend (26)
Offensive

Agree (31)
Disagree (23)
Recommend (24)
Offensive

Agree (29)
Disagree (22)
Recommend (24)
Offensive

Agree (43)
Disagree (36)
Recommend (27)
Offensive

JD says:
September 15,2009 at 08:07 AM IST
300 comments on SB posts against average of 70-80 comments
for other posts by Nandi. Isn't it obviously states that I&B
ministery of our democratic government has not taken a
democratic decision. By banning an adult's entertainment site,
you're taking a common man/woman's right to choose.
Ofcourse, unless our government is hiding national secrets in
SB site.

MKU says:
September 12,2009 at 02:00 AM IST
Appalled by some of the comments. Shameful and very
lurid/condescending way of describing Indian women. In fact, it
is indeed preposterous to even to read in your article that only a
saree, mangalsutra or sindoor makes an Indian women
appealing? Indian women are known for their culture,
inexplicable tolerance, restrains, scarifies, family values and so
many things that are beyond oblivious sorts…may be not in
some leagues but ask those middle class who are still holding
cultural ropes tightly. Madhubala, Meena Kumari or Vaheeda
Raheman were iconic only because they were able bring out
what Indian woman is all about…and it was their plain austerity
that made them looked “sensual”..be it draped in sarees soaked
in rains. Any kind of vulgar thing can never be vindicated by
masking oneself with something so revered in our culture as
saree, mangalsutra or sindoor..fact is fact…vulgar is
vulgar....such websites are sheer ploys to earn living and lure
pig heads at the cost of our cultural heritage. Thanks to our govt
for bring-down the site and thanks Mr. Nandy for bringing out
what’s brewing and lurking in the minds of our emancipated
modern men. Good show.

rahul says:
September 10,2009 at 02:07 PM IST

Agree (39)
Disagree (34)
Recommend (23)
Offensive

Agree (47)
Disagree (43)
Recommend (25)
Offensive

Agree (40)
Disagree (38)

i agree with mr. nandy , i didnt understand one why i& b ban this
site aferterall this was the only site which called a true indian
flavour and most important it has a woman who wore sari
extremly sexy .....i loved to see her but ministers have no
brain ..im a mail and i love to watch all this stuff but why they
dont understand ...u know what i found with all these thing that
ministers have thinks that this site has ruin the image of indian
woman ...but the point is that out of 100 .75 percent of woman in
indian have sexual reletionship with other mans i think i&b
ministers should be bold enough to accept the fact and give the
free hand to run this site called savita bhabhi

debojit says:
September 06,2009 at 11:45 AM IST
How many of us can claim to have never visited a porn site? Or
is it just about the colour? Can the Indian Government and more
importantly we the general people ban( or stop peeping into) all
the porn sites around. Nowadays, even when we visit a
website for some other reason, a naked lady pops up asking for
sexual favours or when we get into a chatroom, the most
frequent question asked is "Do you wan't to view my cam"? (i
am n***d) But we never complain about these filthy stuffs
exploiting our privacy. Though i don't agree with the writer when
he talks about sexual empowerment of a women with the help
of pornography. A women need not be portrayed as a
seductress to rise above men, there are other ways through
which this can be done. But why don't our so called moral
guardians poke their nose when every second foreigner is
being raped, when people get away by raping little kids. For
those who are so concerned about their kids visiting porn sites,
should try to put a ban on the thousands and millions of sites
circulating around the internet. Mind you, Savitabhabi is not the
only Indian porn site, i can show you a hundred of them and a
thousand of their imported siblings. Give us some space, we all
have a mind of our own to distinguish the good from the bad.
Stop this double standard of criticizing the Tabilanis and then act
like them. The self proclaimed moral police has no right to get into
our personal lives. But this is India where, the title of a movie
has more importance than the fact that we ourselves are
exhibiting poverty. What Sania Mirza wears is of more
importance than how she plays. Where we fight amongst
ourselves in the name of caste, creed and religion and still go
bragging about unity in diversity. Where we have time to talk
about the human rights of a mass murderer or a rapist, who
deserve to be cut into pieces. If the politicians really want to do
any good, then they should stay away from our private affairs
and leave us alone.

Amrutraj says:
September 04,2009 at 06:05 PM IST
Down the centuries man has never allowed women to be equal
with men, thats what he is trying to say.

Recommend (22)
Offensive

Agree (48)
Disagree (37)
Recommend (27)
Offensive

Agree (43)
Disagree (39)
Recommend (24)
Offensive

shaamil says:
September 02,2009 at 11:02 PM IST
Dear Pritish, You are very true that there are lots of sight which
shows more clothlessness than Savitabhabhi so why to ban
this one, govt should rethink over the matter. Thanks for your
good article.

madhusudan says:
August 30,2009 at 01:36 PM IST
now look at what are the consequnces of these type of
websites no say simply it is duty of parents what the hell , third
class movies double mean dialogues,cleavage showing pics and
what more , you know i myself had come to know about all the
sex related matter after a mature age of 17 and i have proper
understanding of it..now what i do understand that more than
50% of people will not be in my favor but please don't forget it is
india please don't make it america or france just in the terms of
open sexuality rather than adopting the technology and efforts
which they are using...stay safe my country men i love you all.
http://www.alootechie.com/content/savitabhabhi-influences-11year-old-boy-send-obscene-mail-his-teacher

Agree (42)
Disagree (40)
Recommend (24)
Offensive

Agree (43)
Disagree (45)
Recommend (24)
Offensive

ABHISHEK HANSRAJANI says:
August 28,2009 at 11:34 PM IST
ENJOYING SEX IS NOT A PROBLEM, BUT THE SITE SHOWS HOW
HOW DESPERATE IS THAT LADY FOR HAVING SEX WITH
ANYONE WHO KNOCK HER DOOR,THEN WHERE OUR
LOYALTY GOES THEN.THE CONCEPT IS ABOUT SEX SO IT
WILL ALWAYS BE SEEN IN INDIA IN A OTHER WAY BUT IT WILL
BE BETTER IF SUCH SITES SHOW EVEN LOYALTY WITH THE
PARTNER AND USE OF PROTECTIVE MEASURES SO THAT IT
CAN AWARE PEOPLE

aritra biswas says:
August 27,2009 at 07:41 AM IST
mr nandy if all women is like sabita bhabi then no women would't
be raped..in india every 56 minitus a rape occured..

Agree (47)
Disagree (43)
Recommend (25)
Offensive

Agree (47)
Disagree (45)
Recommend (24)
Offensive

Ak says:
August 20,2009 at 09:39 PM IST
I think Pritish's comparison of Savitha bhabhi to a liberated Indian
woman does not make sense. Do you think a liberated Indian
woman likes to get raped or enjoy sex with her cousins or like to
have sex with her friends husband. I think only a filthy man or
woman would think of doing such a think. Although i agree that
Indian male has XXL ego but we cannot promote woman like
Savitha bhabhi and call them a symbol of sex. I think she is a
symbol of lust not sex. Savitha bhabhi must not be compared to
an Indian desi bahu. This is just a cartoon story of a sex hungry
wild woman who would do anything to satisfy her appetite. I
think she must be liberated but must not be celebrated or
compared to an Indian sex symbol. It is what it is - a
pornographic website and must be enjoyed and categorized like
that..... by adults only. My 2 cents

shaweta says:
August 20,2009 at 07:45 PM IST
Sir, i am quite sad to read this one. you are married, and have
kids and by self-admission, you'd wish they loved you more than
what they currently do. Please don't mind but i was quite put off
after reading your views on savitabhabi.com. not that i hv been
to the site myself, but some readers hv explained what it is abt. i
am intuitively sensitive to writers' emotions but your emotion
comes across as an expression of your own sexuality and
ways you like to express the 'joys of life', as you perceive them
to be. You don't vouch for a general sentiment here, only your
own personal one. like what i am writing is my personal view,
not a trend i claim to represent. so whether comic or real porn,
you think these women enjoy objectifying their bodies and
minds, for earning crumbs of bread and butter, though some
also do it out of addictive habit or lack of other money-making
skills? am sure neither savita bhabi nor any other real porn star
will turn you on anymore, once you also simultaneoulsy read abt
REAL lives of these women post their continuous years of selfabuse in return for money. their self-esteem is ruined for life. it's
sad someone with your kind of education and exposure found
this to be a blog topic worth salivating about. i won't respect
your justifications if at all you gave any. you may be too old to
change. anyway, God bless you and may you find deeper
happiness in your life. May you find peace and stability despite
your extraordinary talents. All the best.

(Reply to shaweta)- sanjaykumar says:
December 10,2009 at 01:30 AM IST
your opinion is not acceptable

Agree (59)
Disagree (49)
Recommend (24)
Offensive

Agree (54)
Disagree (52)
Recommend (27)
Offensive

Agree (23)
Disagree (27)
Recommend (23)
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(Reply to shaweta)- syed says:
February 12,2010 at 01:16 AM IST
swetha i do agree with you.People thing womem are like
like tissue's use and throw it.That's not the way it has to
be.Respect women she will respect you.

Agree (21)
Disagree (22)
Recommend (21)
Offensive

somya harsh says:

Agree (50)

August 20,2009 at 06:58 PM IST
well.. i have read the blog and the surge of comments. Firstly i
wud say govt of India has the right to take action for national
interest. But one will have to see that the action shud b in
totality.. and not just a showpiece. If govt really wants to ban
expliticism being displayed in media and on net.. then why not
act like China.. ?? And what wud we achieve.. even then the
proxy sites will be found to see such things called bad for
culture. Why govt doesnt destroy the monuments depicting
women in sexually appealing pose.. ?? See.. our culure has
always been about liberty of thoughts and action. Though
freedom is not all about enjoying but a moral responsibility too.
But every now and then a group becomes moral police and
starts dishing out their own definition of culture .. And harassing
others. This only increases vandalism and nothing more. i dont
completely agree with Mr. Nndy about savita bhabhi being
symbol of modern Bharatiya Nari.. but whatever she was.. she
was mere a cartoon character.. a fantasy.. and is our culture so
weak.. that it wud be destroyed by such fictitious characters..
The answer is NO. And such comics are out in markets..
kingfisher calendars, debonair,etc. even our films.. all dish out
sex. It's parents responsibility to keep away their child from them
until they grow adult to make their choices ! And about adults..
Havents you listened our health ministry's comment.. Mr. Gulam
nabi azad was himself quoted as saying.. "tv helps keep
population in control".. Now what will you say.. and mr. azad is
right to an extent.. hai na!! So y bias to one form of media then..?
our harass developers of a particular site..?? govt has better
things to take care of.. and far more to do than just banning a
site in name of cultural emancipation!

ravi says:
August 18,2009 at 03:05 AM IST
i m not totally agree with u sir .it is correct that women should b
set free to their sexual decision but banning this site is forward
step in order to prevent our tradition where BHABHI is treated as
mother.this site is simply polluting our culture...dont u think so?

jai says:
August 15,2009 at 01:08 PM IST
a saksual appetizer in the name of women freedom

Disagree (45)
Recommend (23)
Offensive

Agree (54)
Disagree (51)
Recommend (23)
Offensive

Agree (55)
Disagree (51)
Recommend (23)
Offensive

Agni Sharman says:
August 13,2009 at 10:14 AM IST
Internet belongs to everyone and no-one. What was the pupose
of the ban? I think it must have hurt the feelings of those banned
it as anyone from their known close family must have close
depiction of savita, and must have felt bad about it after their
first ejaculation LOL I do not agree full with the author or the
people who commented. Still I disagree with banning the site.

Paras K says:
August 13,2009 at 06:55 AM IST
Great said Pritish..... The politics is on height in India and it can be
be done on any issue from women's reservation to Savita
Bhabhi...... But ya ... some thought can bring the revolution and
the above is same....

RV says:
August 12,2009 at 09:43 AM IST
Sir, There is no relation between savita bhabhi and sari wearing
indian women.People were bored of same old porn and they
wanted something new.Then came an innovative idea in the
mind of the creators of savita bhabhi and they created cartoon
that look erotic and increase sexual desires in a person.You can
see from the fact that everyday a new page was loaded just to
maintain enthusiasm in site visitors.Haven't you saw when this
site was created and no one knew about this site there were no
advertisements on this site.Once it became famous there were
lots of advertisements which generated revenue for the site
creators.They just wanted to make money through net and the
easiest way is to create a pornographic site,but there are
thousants of such sites already present so,what to do.Bas then

Agree (51)
Disagree (51)
Recommend (24)
Offensive

Agree (53)
Disagree (50)
Recommend (22)
Offensive

Agree (55)
Disagree (51)
Recommend (25)
Offensive

came this idea in their mind and they converted this innovative
idea into reality and see the effect today millions of people are
hitting there site and made them rich. Indian women,no
doubt ,are very sexy and beautiful and likes sex but they are not
like this character who can do anything for sex be it having it
with a salesman or kids or boss or cousine. So don't compare
savita bhabhi with an indian women just because she wears
sari or caaries a name savita. cheers RV

Agree (57)

MRITUNJAY KUMAR says:
August 09,2009 at 07:25 PM IST

Disagree (55)

I only partly agree with Pritish in his assertion that Savita reflects
the strength and liberty of the Indian women. It is only true for
urban(e) Indian women here also only partly. Lot of women
have been able in showing their strength of character without
involving sexuality in it. We should rather appreciate the strength
and courage of such women rather than glorifying the sexual
adventures of Savta Bhabhi. In fact we are demeaning those
women. Although I & B Minister has not done pretty well in
banning just this site. Her act would have been commendable if
she could have banned all other porn sites and all such materials
in print and electronic media without caring for the clamour made
by people like Pritish and Mahes Bhatt. They are in fact emloying
good skills in turning tables upon us as per their convenience as
Mahesh has done in Raaz and Raaz II as against Murder. These
people can do anything for their sake. One more thing. If some
people are not brought to nets (like our politicians), it should not
mean that we should shun all our laws, regulations and rules.
After all, these rules are certainly rtesponsible in giving us a
safe socity. The saying by some people that Indian culture it
great is too great to be abused by such thins, simply forget the
fact that oceans are formed by little drops of water. So it is
always advisable to nip such things in the bud.
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